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- 	 FREQtJI2NCY ISTRJTION OF P:T: N •1Bli.S IN INTRVLS 

• 

LvracL 	 Laboratory 
u. 	f 

.ae:.1cv, Califo:nia 

• 	 Ar1 0, 1966 

Stein and U1 	have re?orted some interesting empirical results 

on tae cistr: utioa ot rme :rnuers. They coas:cer intervals 01 

E in /(1n lk - I , cnosen to. contain on the average nuout one prime, an 

llacl Inc rClattve Irecucacies 0: occurrence va) 0: m 	 :ri an 

suca :atervtscoata:nec ianurac,r SOC LnCCS e:.:zc.c:ag :rom 	ILo 

= . 'r: results are tabulated for severai values of a from n= 10,000 

to a = 100,000, 000. From their table one can find the corresponding 

irecuericies v (n., a,) :or an :ntervals in a secuence n < c 	n tne 

table below, in the coiumns labeled ''S .& U', values of  

given for two ranges of a, chosen from the lowest and highest parts of 

the table of Stein, and Ulam. 

= 10,000 to a = 50,000 n=80,000,0O0 to n100,000,000 

SLJ CaIc. SU Caic. 

.2.742 .2746 .3068 .3093 

• 	 'i, .4430 .4436 .4166 .412.1 

'2 
.233.3 .2339 .2153 .2.160 

.0430 .0429 .0541 .0554 
0 

• . 	.0013 0 .0064 	• • 	.0069 

.0000 0. 0003 .0003 

mean at .019 1.038 
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The purpose of this note is to show that, the empirical results 

are. Consistent with a simple semirandom model for prime number dis-.. 

tribution. In a purely random model, an interval of length s would 

have s possible places for primes, each with an equal probability c 

for occupancy. The mean value of m would be equal to sc, and v 

\voulQ have i b no 	d trbu o , 	C. 	 (l_ c )s , 	, = 

= [5(5 - i)/] s (1-c) 	, etc. In the two rangcs ot k consce,red, 

s = it (over most of the range) and s = 19, respectively. It is easily seen 

that this model, with these values, gives a poor fit to the empirical data. 

It is also obvious that the model is wrong; a sequence of contiguous inte-

gers cannot all be prime! Tne c1mnaton of the even numbers recuces 

the possible number of primes in a given intcrval.to an average of half 

the length of the interval. Further elminaton of lactors i 3 recuces 

the fraction to.i/3, of factors of 5 to 4/15, and so on, each additional 

prime p eliminated multiplying the fraction by. (p-t)/p. At each sta g e 

of elimination the resulting sequence is periodic, with a repeat length 

equal to the product of the primes eliminated. Thus, while the fraction 

of possible primes decreases slowly in successive sagcs of elimination, 

the repeat length increases rapidly. 

The idea of the model discussed in this note is, to construct the 

'partial sieve of Eratosthenes" to some stage, and to treat the distr-

uutior. 01 primes ifl the remaining spaces as random, Justilying the 

randomness on the basis that regularity on a large scale can appear 

co -i on a s iall sca. 	 co'srctLd t e paAelal slcvL" tO d 

able stage (to be discussed later), we find the numbers of possible prn 

br all positions oi t) , e given interval along a repeat length; the resuit::. 
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numbers can then be given weighting factors equal to their relative fre 

quencics of occurrence. For each number of possible primes there can 

then be constructed a binomial distribution, with a common value for the 

probability of occurrence of a prime, satisfying the condition that its 

product with the mean "possible number" should be equal to the mean m •  

These distributions are then added, with the appropriate weighting fac-

tors. One would expect that, if this proccduc is carried out for succes-

sively increasing stages, the result should become a succesivciy bett. 

approximation, but I have not carried out such a computation, sincle it 

appears that a simplified procedure gives a good account of the main 

• features of the empirical data. 

The simplification is illustrated by the distribution for n = 0,000 

to n = 50,000 	First, we fit V 	(l_c1)S by a single 3  (not necessarily 

ing cs = meanrn. It turns out that s is an integer) and c', satisfy  

very close to 3. Then we use the. single value 3 as the basis for a bi-

nomial distribution, with the results given in the column marked "calc" 

They fit the empirical results very vell, except for v 4 , The more de-

tailed calculation would involve three binomial distributions based on 2, 

3, and 4, with 4 having a small weighting factor; a rough estimate, 

carrying the elimination through 7, gives v 4 .00I; V 5  is equal to zcr. 

For the interval n = 80,000,000 to n 100, 000,000, the same 

procedure leads to an s 1  close to 4.5; this is approximated by using tw 

binomial distributions based on 4 and 5, with a common value of c a 

with equal weights. The results are again given under "calc. ", and t' 

fit is good for all tabulated values. The largest "possible number" th 

can occur with s = 	is 6, and an estimate of its frequency indicates 
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that the 1 rst signifacart figure of v will occur in the sitn c1ccmal 

place. 

In these tw cases, the ratios s/s are 0.27 and 0.24 respect-

ively, corresponding approximately to the fractions of places left after 

eliminating through 5 and 7 respectively, leaving sequences with repeat 

lengths of 30 and 210. Further elimination leads to very long repeat 

lengths while changing the ratio only slightly. I would expect that, for 

any range likely to be accessible to empirical test, the ratio will not go 

below 0, 2; this can be used to estimate the rapidity of approach to a 

Poisson distribution, i,c,, the expected distribution will be.a binomial 

distribution based on s 7  - s/S. Estimation of the highest vm will re-

quire more detailed consideration. For example, y 7  cannot exceed 

zero for s < 2, so that 7 primes in an intervalcannot occur below 

n 470,000,000. 
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